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Abstract. By employing advantages offered by the e-environment, entrepreneurs can ensure expedient 
and effective communication with the target audience, by promoting products on the global market. By 
this way companies, especially SMEs, can replace or compensate lacks of resources, as finances etc., be-
cause e-environment offers many free or low cost possibilities. The performed scientific studies show that 
proper and skilful use of modern technologies can contribute to a significant development of companies. The authors of the article analyse e-environment with the aim to show the e-environment’s impact of the 
on entrepreneurship development. The possibilities of e-environment for entrepreneurships needs are 
shown, the value concept and role in a company’s development are considered. Qualitative and quantita-
tive data analysis methods, among them, statistical data processing, grouping were used. The scientific 
study employs observation study method, as well as comparative, and analytical methods, which are used to compare and analyse facts and assess solutions to specific issues.  
Keywords: e-environment, business, e-tools, factors, information communication technology. 
JEL classification: M31. 
  1. Introduction  The aim of the article is to analyse e-environment 

and its development, its importance and impact on 
entrepreneurship. To show how entrepreneurs can 
use e-environment for business needs. The study is 
dedicated to evaluating entrepreneurship develop-
ment, as the e-environment dominance in the mar-
ket increases, as well as to interaction of both 
fields. The article deals with the sector of infor-
mation and communications technologies (ICT) as 
a result of e-environment development. This part 
analyses and describes the role of the ICT sector in 
modern entrepreneurship and e-environment pro-
cesses.  

The problem despite the fact that, e-environ-
ment developed dramatically and companies can 
benefits by using e-tools, but many companies are 
still resistant to e-tools. The authors of the paper 
give an account of theoretical aspects of adaptation 
of technologies in companies. This issue can be an 
explanation and solvation of the problem. As well, 
authors give an account of technologies as the 
grounds of SME development in the European Un-
ion. The e-environment is analysed in this context 
as a factor affecting entrepreneurship development 
and competitiveness.  

The theoretical and methodological ground-
work of the study is formed of scientific articles, 
monographs, regulatory enactments and research-
es, conference materials, internet resources, expert 
opinions published in Latvia and abroad.  

In the paper the authors explored qualitative 
and quantitative data analysis methods, among 
them, statistical data processing, data grouping. 
The scientific study employs observation study 
method, as well as comparative, and analytical 
methods, which are used by the authors to com-
pare and analyse facts and assess solutions to spe-
cific issues.  

Extensive availability of internet in early 
1990-ties irreversibly affected the further devel-
opment of business the world over. The rapid in-
ternet development was followed by growth of the 
e-environment and related fields (IT, e-market,  
e-marketing, e-commerce, etc.). 

Over a period of eighteen years, the number of 
internet users in the world has increased from 16 
mill. people in 1995 up to 2749 mill. people in 2013 
– data as of 03.2013 (Internet World Stats, 2013). In 
Latvia, internet started taking shape around 1992. In 
2000, there were around 150 000 people who used 
internet in Latvia in 2000 (Internet World Stats 
2013), whereas in early 2013, the number of inter-
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net users of Latvia has grown to 1.277 mill. People 
(Latvian Internet Association 2013). 

Development of internet and information 
technologies directly affected entrepreneurship, as 
a new type of entrepreneurship emerged – elec-
tronic entrepreneurship, including e-commerce. 

Consumers have an important role in modern-
day business models (Tapscott 2008). Firstly, ow-
ing to market development and general progress, 
consumer values have changed (desire to receive 
individual attitude; the types and rate of buying 
and payment processes; beliefs, opinions, and ex-
pectations as regards product prices, and other; 
individual shopping experience and habits, etc.). 
Secondly, owing thanks to information resources, 
mainly the internet, the consumer can quickly ob-
tain a large amount of information about the prod-
uct of interest. Thirdly, in the new e-business 
models, the consumer and the seller can quickly 
generate feedback about a product (Laudon 2009).  

Regardless of far-reaching availability of the 
e-environment and its elements, there are entre-
preneurship sectors (spheres) in Latvia, which ac-
tively use the e-environment, as well as those, in 
which the use of e-environment is not particularly 
widespread. 

The use of e-environment tools in Latvian en-
terprises differed also depending on the company’s 
size. Thus, in big companies of Latvia, the parame-
ters of using such e-environment tools as a comput-
er, internet, and a website were better than in small 
or medium enterprises. Companies with 10 to 49 
employees use the e-environment tools least. 

There are a few companies in Latvia that use 
internet for selling goods. According to the data of 
the Central Statistical Bureau of of Latvia for the 
year 2012, only 9.1 % of Latvian companies per-
formed e-sales and only 23.6 % of companies have 
performed e-purchases. Automated data exchange 
is ensured in only 53 % of Latvian companies 
(Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia 2012). 

Regardless of rapid development of the e-envi-
ronment on a global scale and extensive use there-
of in entrepreneurship, companies in Latvia are not 
employing the e-environment and its tools for en-
trepreneurship purposes actively enough. 

The authors assume that one of the important 
reasons that affects and is closely related to the use 
of the e-environment is the aspects of technology 
adaptation. The e-environment consists of and in-
teracts with various technology elements (internet, 
devices, software, etc.), which, for their part, are 
related to various continuously developing tech-
nologies, including information, production etc. 
technologies. 

 

2. The ICT sector as a result of e-environment development  The ICT (Information and Communication Tech-
nology) sector has developed as a result of ICT 
development and it is rapidly and dynamically de-
veloping across the globe. Companies of the sector 
are operating in ICT production, ICT wholesale, 
rendering ICT services (software issue; telecom-
munications; computer programming; consulting 
and related activities; data processing, mainte-
nance, and related activities; operation of internet 
portals; repairs of computers, peripheral devices, 
and communication equipment, etc.) (Central Sta-
tistical Bureau of Latvia 2013). The number of 
ICT companies in Latvia is increasing each year, 
along with the number of employees working at 
these companies, as well as their turnover. The 
ICT sector development on a world scale is not 
uniform; thus, for instance, rapid development of 
the sector is observed in the Asia region. Whereas, 
the total growth rate in the European Union for 
some ICT sector fields (such as, in telecommuni-
cations) has slowed down (Latvian Internet Asso-
ciation 2012). 

In growth of the ICT sector companies, the 
authors draw attention to the phenomenon that 
some global ICT companies (e.g., Siemens AG, 
SAP AG, Oracle, Itella Information, Apple, Mi-
crosoft, Nokia, Samsung, Intel, Google etc.) have 
such a great importance in various processes and 
spheres of today’s world that one can talk of their 
impact on the electronic environment processes 
rather than the other way around (Lake 2010).  
Often, global ICT companies and company groups 
constitute an important part of the gross domestic 
product and are important players in micro- and 
macroeconomic processes, sometimes even the 
lead players. 

ICT companies are developers and producers 
of new products – devices, equipment, software, 
information and telecommunications technologies, 
etc. Thus, aspects of technology adaptation are 
topical in these companies, because, firstly, the 
company profit depends on the rate of adaptation 
of innovations on the market and in the society in 
general.  

Secondly, adaptation of technologies (Gartner 
2012) helps the ICT companies improve and en-
hance the existing technologies and products, as 
well as find out the market demands and require-
ments for products. Time is required for introduc-
ing and adapting the new technologies. This time 
is necessary to prepare a company for introducing 
new technologies – to streamline and improve the 
company’s processes affected by the new technol-
ogies, to train employees, as well as carry out test-
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ing and other activities related to new technologies 
in the company. 

It is exactly the differing experience of adap-
tation of technologies in companies that, according 
to the authors, could be the explanation to why 
some companies are actively employing the  
e-environment for entrepreneurial needs and some 
do not or use it to a lesser extent. 

 
3. Information Communication Technologies and Value – constituent elements in modern business models  There are several well-known and popular value 
theories, such as, the Five forces model (Porter 
2008), Shareholder value model (Fruhan 1979), as 
well as the “Value map” theory, intended for ana-
lysing the economic gain for consumers (Kambil 
et al. 1997), etc. 

Various theories were developed many years 
ago, when the electronic market was not yet devel-
oped, and hence are suitable for the conventional 
market. Due to this reason, the authors of the article 
suggest that companies use the Alexander Oster-
walder’s value proposition concept or the approach 
that is a constituent element of the author’s devel-
oped business model canvas) (Osterwalder 2012).  

The Osterwalder’s business model was 
formed based on Freeman’s stakeholder theory 
(Freeman 1984). The model is adapted to today’s 
market needs and conditions, and the importance 
of the electronic environment, i.e. of the electronic 
market, in entrepreneurship is taken into account. 
Osterwalder distinguishes between “value proposi-
tion” and “elementary value proposition”, which is 
an element of value proposition. 

The authors wish to draw attention to Oster-
walder’s “value life cycle” consisting of five stag-
es: value creation, appropriation, consumption, 
renewal, and transfer (Osterwalder, Pigneur 2003).  

All life cycle stages are linked to value con-
sumption, using the electronic environment: value 
creation (based on information and communication 
technologies (ICT) – adaptation of various products 
for the needs of an individual consumer, e.g., per-
sonal computers, footwear, etc. Value appropria-
tion – “a one click purchase” at an internet shop. 
Value consumption – listening to music, watching a 
movie, etc. Value renewal – various software up-
dates, value transfer – disposal of old computers 
and other machinery, giving away unnecessary 
books and equipment for further use, etc. 

Upon combining analysed models, it can be 
seen that the information and communication tech-
nologies (in the Osterwalder’s model) or the infor-
mation communication technology bear great im-
portance in creating value for consumers and that 

they undoubtedly affect the company’s image. Nev-
ertheless, several studies show that many Latvian 
SMEs do not employ ICT and therefore the most 
suitable way should be sought for how to involve 
ICT in elaborating business development models. 

The value concept is broadly used in various 
business models, including e-business models. The 
value forms the basis of several business models. 

The e-business model is based on mutual in-
tegration of key flows and values and implementa-
tion thereof between e-market participants, 
through the use of the e-environment. Three main 
e-business model elements can be distinguished: 
flows, participants, value. The term e-business 
model describes a broad spectrum of informal and 
formal models, which may be used in companies 
to depict various business aspects, such as opera-
tional processes, organisational structures, and fi-
nancial forecasts (Laudon et al. 2010). 

In studying various business model concepts, 
the authors have come to a conclusion that both 
business model types (taxonomic and conceptual) 
can be applied to the Latvian SMEs, however the 
conceptual business models would still be primary. 
It is related to the fact that there are many niche 
and narrow profile companies in Latvia. Moreo-
ver, the majority of companies are operating only 
on the local market and depend on domestic de-
mand fluctuations. 

The conceptual business models enable com-
panies to analyse the current condition more 
broadly and to evaluate the already existing busi-
ness. By employing this analysis, companies can 
develop new business development directions or 
improve the existing ones, because a modern mar-
ket demands that companies change and are aware 
of their global condition. Entering the global mar-
ket allows companies to reduce their dependency 
on local market fluctuations. 

Taxonomic models, for their part, can serve 
as a specific type of entrepreneurship. For in-
stance, when developing the conceptual business 
model, companies will answer the question “How 
to develop further on?”, but the taxonomic model 
will allow answering the question “What to do in 
order to develop?” 

Based on the authors’ performed study about 
the use of e-environment in Latvian companies 
(Ščeulovs, Gaile-Sarkane 2010), having studied 
value formation theories, having analysed the 
types and theories of business models, the authors 
have drawn a conclusion that the most suitable 
course of action would be to base further devel-
opment on the Osterwalder’s Business Model 
Canvas (Business Model Foundry 2012). Forbes 
has referred to this business model canvas as a 
simple instrument for creating innovative business 
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models (Forbes 2012). The model is based on ac-
tive use of the e-environment in entrepreneurship. 
There are nine stakeholder groups at the basis of 
the model. Meanwhile, reciprocal and effective 
interaction and communication between the stake-
holders promotes a company’s competitiveness.  

The use of ICT promotes communication 
(Fig. 1); moreover, ICT is at the basis of the first 
stage “value creation” of the value life cycle. 
   

       
Fig. 1. Competitive advantage, ICT and Value interme-
diation (source: the authors’ original work)  

At the same time, value is an intrinsic part of 
a competitive advantage. It can be concluded that a 
competitive advantage depends on effective com-
munication with stakeholders. The previous study 
done by the authors about competitiveness of Lat-
vian companies shows that it is the use of commu-
nications networks, being a constituent element of 
competitiveness of Latvian companies, that the 
companies are using the least (Gaile-Sarkane E., 
Ščeulovs 2011). Thus, the authors of the paper 
assume that by increasing communication of the 
stakeholders, the competitiveness of Latvian com-
panies will also increase. 
 
4. E-environment as influencing factor on  competitiveness and business development  
The authors believe that there are three basic ap-
proaches (levels or elements) to creating a compet-
itive advantage. 

The first level, on which a competitive ad-
vantage is based, is a company’s financial stabil-
ity. An assumption has been put forth that only a 
financially sound company can be competitive. 

As regards the level of competitiveness of 
companies, Charles W.L. Hill points out that the 
competitive advantage consists of four factors: 
effectiveness, quality, innovations, and client re-
sponse. These factors make up four general blocks 
in shaping the competitive advantage. Hill believes 
that these factors are universal in the meaning of 
that they indicate four main directions of how to 
reduce costs and achieve a distinctive quality, and 

these directions can be adapted by any company 
regardless of its peculiarities or the sector, in 
which it is operating. Moreover, these factors are 
interacting (Hill, Jones1995).  

M. Porter has identified also other elements, 
which in his opinion bear an important role in the 
creation of the competitive advantage. He believes 
that the availability of such factors as the land, 
labour force, capital, inputs, as well as know-how 
and physical infrastructures (roads, ports) is deci-
sive in the formation of a competitive advantage. 
He has found that the competitiveness of a country 
in various sectors is influenced mostly by four 
groups of main factors. The influence can be mani-
fested as follows: 

• relevant combination of production factors 
in a country facilitates the support of a spe-
cific sector; 

• intensive competition between domestic 
companies in a particular sector improves 
their effectiveness; 

• strict domestic demand conditions promote 
the development of the local industry and 
consumers force companies to work more 
effectively; 

• industries to be supported for the part of the 
state compete globally thus offering local 
companies high quality inputs at low costs 
(Porter 1990).  

Specialists’ opinions about the expansion of 
the meaning behind the concept of competitive-
ness is confirmed with the assumption by the arti-
cle authors, namely, that there are not set bounda-
ries between various levels of competitiveness.  

Upon having analysed various sources of sci-
entific literature, the opinions of leaders and spe-
cialists of the economic thought as regards com-
petitiveness and the creation of competitive 
advantage, the author has compiled (in Table 1) 
the opinions regarding the groups of factors influ-
encing competitiveness (Šceulovs 2013). 
 
Table 1. Groups of factors influencing the development of a 
company (Source: Ščeulovs 2013)  

Factors influencing the 
competitiveness 

Authors 

  K
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er 
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re 
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External factors   X X X     X 
Demographic factors   X X X      
Economic factors  X    X     
Internal factors   X X X      
Culture factors  X         
Social factors  X X X X X X X X  
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Based on previous table factors’ groups the au-
thors have compiled factors affecting competitive-
ness from company inside and outside, because in 
each group there is factor “use of e-environment” 
(in Table 2 and offer the following grouping of 
factors.  
 
Table 2. Factors influencing a company’s competitive-
ness and development (source: compiled by authors) 

Factors 
EXTERNAL FACTORS INTERNAL FACTORS 
Natural resources Use of e-environment 
Human resources Financial stability of a 

company 
Geographic location Business sophistication 
Economic development level and other macroe-
conomic factors 

Availability of a unique product 
Export and import vol-
ume 

Competences of managers 
and employees 

Level of coordination of 
laws regulating the busi-
ness environment 

High product quality 
Membership in global 
organizations, alliances High service level 

Level of coordination of 
the business environment 

High effectiveness (rela-tion between the efforts 
invested in making the 
product and the products 
made) 

Development of technol-
ogies 

The number of consumers 
and its increase  

Use of e-environment Cost advantages 
Political factors A different market strate-gy 
Globalisation Know how 
Social and cultural fac-
tors, demographic fac-
tors 

Profit level above sector 
average 

Education level  
Sectoral development 
level  
Intensity of competitive-
ness between sectors  
Intensity of competitive-
ness of related and sup-ported sectors  
Presence of production 
factors  
Peculiarities of domestic 
demand  
Suppliers  
Buyers  
Substitutes  
Potential new market 
arrivals  
E-market development  
Cultural peculiarities  

 

The authors of the article believe that the use 
of the e-environment can be both the external and 
internal environment factor affecting the compa-
ny’s development and competitiveness. Moreover, 
the influence of the e-environment is spread at all 
three levels – the company, sector, and state level, 
as it has become an element of practically all fields 
that have had an impact on the modern world. 

The authors’ assumption is confirmed with 
the study conducted in July 2011 concerning the 
competitiveness of Latvian companies (Skuja 
2012). Nearly six hundred Latvian companies par-
ticipated in the study. Upon analysing the study 
results, seven key elements forming competitive-
ness in Latvian companies were distinguished: 

1. employee effectiveness;  
2. availability of physical resources;  
3. availability of financial capital;  
4. business strategy;  
5. use of communication networks;  
6. impact of the external environment;  
7. operating results compared with the com-

petition. 
Upon summarizing the study results, it is con-

cluded that Latvian companies must use various 
instruments fostering business competitiveness 
more actively and effectively, in particular refer-
ring to communication networks, which in essence 
is the electronic environment. 

Having analysed scientific sources, as well as 
the opinions and beliefs of economists among oth-
er specialists, the authors of the article relate the 
creation of competitive advantage with the crea-
tion of a value proposal to the consumers. The cre-
ation of value proposal includes several stakehold-
ers, such as companies, clients, partners, suppliers 
etc. 

 
5. Communication tools affecting company marketing, presence, recognisability, and  identification in the e-environment  
The importance of communication in entrepre-
neurship keeps increasing, companies ever more 
often pay major attention to information flow oc-
curring between the client and the company within 
the framework of the communication process 
(Siliņš 2007). Communication must be lasting and 
continuous, exhaustive and comprehensive. Com-
munication in the electronic environment helps 
ensuring a company’s presence, identification, and 
marketing.  
E-environment tools of marketing communication 

All companies are communicating with their 
clients. Normally, messages and linked media are 
used in marketing communication to reach out to 
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the market. Many modern tendencies in entrepre-
neurship are applicable also to marketing commu-
nications. For instance, the transfer from client 
service to building relations with the client; the 
transfer from human resources to human relations. 

Modern-day companies use integrated mar-
keting communication in their work, including 
online and offline marketing channels (Kotler 
et al. 2000). The aim is to ensure consistency of 
the message and expand media use. Online mar-
keting channels are electronic environment in-
struments or tools, such as e-marketing campaigns 
or programmes, search engine optimization – 
SEO, pay-per-click, e-mails, advertisement flags 
and banners, webinars, blogs, microblogs, internet 
TV and radio, etc. Offline marketing channels in-
clude traditional printed (newspapers, magazines) 
editions, mailed orders, public relations, radio and 
television, etc. 

The authors propose grouping marketing 
communication e-environment tools using, mar-
keting communication mix elements. The name of 
the marketing communication e-tool group corre-
sponds to the name of the complex element of 
marketing communication (Table 3). 

Companies can use the majority of e-
environment tools without making considerable 
financial investments. The key resource is human 
capital. An employee or employees are necessary 
for creating and maintaining, as well as regularly 
handling all of the company’s e-environment tools, 
ensuring feedback, etc. It must be done on a regu-
lar and continuous basis, it is related to continuity 
of information flow in e-environment, as well as to 
a large speed of information circulation. 
 
Table 3. Marketing communication e-environment tools (source: compiled by authors) 

Name of  
e-environment 
tool group 

Example of e-environment tools 
(name) 

Active sales 
tools 

E-mail 
E-brochures  
Direct mail 

Tools for 
promoting 
sales 

Sales tools (eBay, Amazon,  
Alibaba.com) 
Group buying sites Cherry.lv, 
Kuponi.lv, Zizu.lv, Perkamkopa etc.) 

PR 
creation tools 

Press releases (published on web-
sites, blogs, as well as sent out to 
media agencies – Leta, BNS,  
Wordpress etc. 
Blog (Twitter, Blogspot, Facebook 
etc.) 

 

 

End of table 3 
Name of  

e-environment 
tool group 

Example of e-environment tools 
(name) 

Equivalent to 
participation 
in fairs and 
expos 

Corporate homepage/online store 
Corporate product galleries 
(Flickr.com, Twitpic.com) 
Corporate Ads (Youtube.com etc.) 

Advertising 
tools 

Banners, pop-up, links, ads  
Corporate homepages un profiles in 
social internet networks  
Integrated ads (Google.maps,  
Facebook.com, Foursquare.com)  
Ad portals (Ss.lv, Reklama.lv,  
Zip.lv etc.) 

Sponsoring 
tools  

Banners and links on partners’ 
homepages etc.  
Special sponsoring portals 
(Ziedot.lv, Redcross.org, 
Forgenow.org, etc.) 

Branding 
tools 

Information sources Wikipedia.org 
etc.) 
Various sites (galleries) for placing illustrations, presentations, etc. 
(such as, for products and similar) 
(Flickr.com, Slideshare.com etc.) 
Corporate websites and other web-
sites 

Market study tools 

Websites for client surveys  
(Visidati.lv”, Google.docs,  
E-formas.lv”) 
Tools for studying consumer behav-iour in the e-market (Adchemy.com, 
Mindbody.com) 

Equivalent to 
participation 
in fairs and 
expos 

Corporate website and/or online 
shop  
Corporate product galleries 
(Flickr.com, Twitpic.com) 
Corporate trailers and videos 
(Youtube.com etc.) 

 
E-environment tools for presence and identification  

The table below provides a summary of e-envi-
ronment tools, which help a company announce its 
presence or inform about it in the e-environment, 
as well as – if the company is already present in 
the e-environment – identify and find it (Table 4). 

 
Recognisability e-environment tools 

Social internet networks or portals play an 
important role in marketing communication with 
clients and potential clients in the electronic envi-
ronment. Social networks online enable multilat-
eral communication, including feedback. By use of 
online social networks, companies can implement 
activities that can achieve all three of the afore-
mentioned aims – marketing, presence, and identi-
fication (Fig. 2). 
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Table 4. E-environment tools for identifying and pres-
ence affirmation of a company in e-environment 
(source: compiled by authors) 

Name of  
e-environment 
tool groups 

Example of e-environment tool 
(name) 

Tools for presence and 
identification 

Various online social networks  
(Facebook.com, Twitter.com) Drau-
giem.lv etc.), incl. business-oriented 
social networks (Linkedin.com, 
Myspace.com, Wordpress.com etc.)  

Tools for 
presence and 
identification 

An opportunity to get a corporate  
e-mail address, where the main do-
main name corresponds to the com-
pany’s name (e.g., name@companyname.lv) 

Tools for 
presence and 
identification 

Search engines (Google.com,  
Yahoo.com etc.) 
Reference portals (Aol.com, 
Zl.lv,Europages.com etc. 

Statistics por-tals  

Allows identifying the visitors and 
how they come across the company 
or information about it, search key words, searchers’ language of com-
munication, location and other in-
formation. Many services are free of 
charge (Google/analytics etc.) 

Sites for find-
ing way geo-graphically  

When searching an object, the user 
on a map or on the website sees a 
company’s ad or information about a product. (Google.maps, Four-
square, GPS systems) 

 

 Fig. 2. Social Internet Network for business needs 
(source: the authors’ original work) 
 

1. Business and Contact Social Networks 
The main purposes of business social internet por-
tals is to enable mutual communication and infor-
mation exchange between the people of the busi-
ness world. The main functions of these social 
business networks (Штайншаден 2011):  

• establishment of new business contacts;  
• maintaining business profiles of companies, 
their employees, management, as well as of 
people, who consider themselves to be a 
part of the business world; 

• ensuring online links to entrepreneurs sites 
(blogs, websites, etc.); 

• human resources management function – of-
fers for vacancies, job search opportunities;  

• an opportunity to obtain various expert 
opinions and studies;  

• existence of various discussion groups and 
an option to create them.  

Entrepreneurs can use the opportunities of-
fered by corporate social networks and can ensure 
the following gains from active participation in 
corporate social portals: extensive circles of busi-
ness contacts (consumers, suppliers, intermediar-
ies, etc.), moreover, clients form a part of interest 
(or sector) groups.  

Members can use corporate contact networks 
when providing various consultations or receiving 
them from specialists in different sectors, such as, 
law, marketing, finances, etc. 
 
2. Sales and Communication Social Internet  
Networks  

Shared interests, values, and beliefs bring 
people together in social internet networks. The 
concept “social network” is used in the article refer 
to generally known communication platforms used 
in interpersonal communication. 

The authors suggest dividing the social portal 
members into three groups depending on their ac-
tivity level:  

1. members, who create their original content;  
2. members, who comment, repost, vote, eval-
uate, forward the content created by others;  

3. members, who consume the content created 
by other members.  

Opportunities of using social internet networks as 
a sales channel:  

• virtual “direct sales” – at the place of social-
isation of the target group, goods or services 
(insurance services, tickets, banking ser-
vices, software, travelling information, etc.) 
are offered;  

• faster sales time (provided that the consum-
er has made a positive decision on the pur-
chase, based on references made by the so-
cial network members);  

• faster client service and support; 
• etc. 
Opportunities of using social internet net-

works as a communication channel: 
• to create brand supporter groups, communi-
ties; 

• to address a precise target audience in 
“their” environment; 

• to faster get the idea of the current wishes 
and interests of the consumer;  

• to receive criticism and respond to it; 
• etc. 
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Social internet networks are an important en-
trepreneurship instrument in the electronic envi-
ronment. When using its potential efficiently, the 
entrepreneur can expand the sales channels and the 
market share, by increasing sales volumes, as well 
as approbate and offer new or modified products 
to consumers and quickly receive feedback about 
the products. Companies can analyse and accurate-
ly segment the target audience, implement various 
marketing activities, start or develop e-commerce, 
etc.  

The authors suggest that entrepreneurs are 
more active in using social networks, cooperating 
with them, enjoying the opportunities offered by 
these networks for entrepreneurship development, 
including: 

• communication and team work platforms 
(BaseCamp, Google Wave), ensuring com-
munication, process management (sales, 
promotion, etc.), records, data exchange, 
and the option of creating virtual work-
groups; 

• ensuring connections and communication 
(Skype, MSN); 

• publicly available software (Google Doc’s);  
• various applets for direct communication 
with partners or clients (WhatsApp Four-
square, Instagram).  

To improve the entrepreneurs’, employees’, 
and managers’ knowledge about e-environment 
tools, working principles online and on the elec-
tronic market, it is necessary to increase digital 
literacy and skills. In this process, various training 
types and models can be used, including e-training, 
which over the last few years has been gaining pop-
ularity among entrepreneurs. E-training can be used 
for acquiring and expanding knowledge and various 
skills (Born 2010). 
 
6. Conclusions  The development of business and information 
technologies (incl., electronic environment) has 
resulted in close interaction between both fields, 
which led to the formation of several business 
models that are based on information technologies. 
Whereas, information technology companies now 
are significantly influential in the business and 
other fields.  

Upon having analysed the data of the Europe-
an Union member states about the use of technol-
ogies in entrepreneurship and their impact on na-
tional macroeconomic indicators, regulatory 
documents of the European Commission, as well 
as reports about entrepreneurship development, it 
is concluded that the use of technologies (incl., 

information technologies) positively affects not 
merely entrepreneurship and related processes, but 
also national macroeconomic parameters. 

Information communication technologies 
(ICT) bear major significance in value creation for 
consumers, which definitely affects company im-
age. Many Latvian SMEs are not using infor-
mation communication technologies. Therefore, 
the most suitable way should be sought for inte-
grating information technologies in elaborating 
small business development models. 

There is a range of internal and external fac-
tors affecting the activities of companies. Electron-
ic environment is one of the important factors for 
companies, especially SMEs.  

Electronic environment, as a factor, influenc-
ing activities of a company in two ways – positive-
ly and negatively. Authors offer positively and 
negatively e-environment factors’ classification.  

Organisations that use or plan to use the elec-
tronic environment for entrepreneurship develop-
ment must have a sound communication culture 
and high motivation of the employees to work in 
the e-environment. The entrepreneur must have the 
skills and abilities for working in the electronic 
environment. Likewise, it is essential to be aware 
of the high level of responsibility when working 
with social networks, as opinions voiced online 
can significantly influence a company’s opera-
tions. Communication processes and information 
dissemination in social internet networks takes 
place extremely fast, and the entrepreneur must 
know how to control these processes and respond 
to various, including, emergency situations, as 
well as must bear responsibility for the outcome. 
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